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Preface
This Special Volume of Discrete Mathematics contains selected papers from the
workshop Cycles and Colourings (C&C), Star%a Lesn%a, September 5–10, 1999, which
took place in a small holiday resort in the most beautiful mountainous area of Slovakia,
in the High Tatras.
The C&C workshops have been organized since 1992 annually, in one of the .rst
two weeks of September. They represent a joint activity of graph theory groups of the
Department of Geometry and Algebra, P.J. 3Saf%arik University Ko3sice (Slovakia) and In-
stitute of Mathematics, Technical University Ilmenau (Germany). A third co-organizer
is Ko3sice branch of the Union of Slovak Mathematicians and Physicists. There are
proceedings emerged from two of previous workshops which have been published as
special volumes of the Slovak research journal Tatra Mountains Mathematical Publi-
cations (volumes 9 and 18).
The workshop C&C ’99 had a rich scienti.c programme: seven invited lectures,
thirty .ve shorter talks and three problem sessions. In spite of this the Organizing
Committee has been able to manage a full day excursion to Skalnat%e Pleso.
We thank to all participants who contributed to the success of the workshop, to the
authors of papers and to referees for their kind collaboration. Our sincere gratitude
goes to Professor Peter L. Hammer, Editor-in-Chief of Discrete Mathematics, for his
generous o?er to publish the Special Volume devoted to C&C ’99.
We would like to keep the tradition of C&C workshops alive to con.rm that our
discipline, in words of Graph Theory Hymn, @ourishes and blossoms. An interested
reader can .nd details concerning a currently prepared “issue” of C&C workshop at
http:==www.science.upjs.sk=Slov=Konferencie=.
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